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About This Content

The awesome studio-recorded EP composed and produced by Dave Sunerton-Burl for Revenge of the Titans! Contains full-
length studio recordings of six tracks featured in Revenge of the Titans, including the awesome fret-noodling guitar solo in

Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor.

Help support starving indie musicians and grab yourself the full length soundtrack to Revenge of the Titans today!
Songs will be placed in your Revenge of the Titans folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\revenge
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Although you can own dragons and unicorns, this expansion offers nothing else i.e. campaigns.. The new update has really
turned this game around and made it a joy to play. The sound and music scapes really are exceptional, and immerse you into the
expansive landscapes. The visual effects are rewarding. Each level seems to test a different aspect of the 2.5D gameplay.. This
game plays like the trailer once you get to the max level of your character. You have to kill about 8 guys before you get that over
powerness. But those 8 guys are gona drive you insane. I find it best to beat them with wall glitching\/ path finding glitches. This
is a terrible but fun game, it's like a friend betting that you couldn't walk around a whole day with an egg on a spoon. It's just
frustrating and tedious, but eventually when you get to the end of the day, you get to gloat to your friend, "I did it
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!". Thats what getting the one button super ko's feels like when at the start you're
struggling to fight one guy and at the end you just press 1 button and your character unleashses scripted NEO-esques moves on a
crowd of enemies.. Was a pretty good VN game. The strategy elemn was very basic and there is no replability, but all and all felt
I got my money's worth. The art and music were decent, and the writing very good.

The stratgey element starts out quite interesting and difficult, but then once you get sustainable stops meaning anything. I
definitely wouldn't get this *as* a strategy game. It is a VN with some very light strategy elements.. This is quite the little gem
here. It being one of the cheapest games on steam with trading cards I bought it thinking I would just get the cards and uninstall
it into the deep unkown realms of my game library.

However out of boredem (and a lack of internet connection or power) I gave it a shot and I must say this truly a fun game. At
first I was like DA FUQ ARE THESE CONTROLS, AINT NO ONE GOT TIME FO DAT. But then I switched the controls to
keyboard and it was much better and I reccomend anyone who plays this to use the keyboard instead of mouse.

As soon as I got the hang of it I was hooked. Yes the graphics are 2D and not anything worth mentioning but it played very
smooth and the controls were very responsive.

The goal of the game is like a reverse tower defense; you hae to destroy turrents and capture land by creating squares of land
until you reach the turrets. Along the way (higher levels) things such as dragons and bats are introduced which invoke a feeling
of "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I thought I was good at a game for once" or "Damn \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I JUST
ATE". But let me tell you that as annoying as these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers are (particulary bats), they add alot more
dynamic gameplay to the game.

1st hour of playing I liked it.
2nd hour of playing I loved it
3rd hour my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was out and hard
4th hour Cops called, I left my shades up while masturbating vigoriously.
5th hour I got\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by some black dude named Truck
. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zNLHC0Sn-lo. I will say this upfront: if you are a hardcore Cricket fan, and if you enjoy
the statistical side to the game, then you may end up liking this game. There are two core aspects to the game: selection of your
team, and then setting fields and managing how aggressive your bowlers and batsmen are during the games themselves. You
don\u2019t have any direct control over the players, so in many ways it\u2019s sort of a cricket match simulator. The amount of
input you put into the game is quite minimal, so it feels like a casual game with a strong statistical emphasis. The main difficulty
with the game is the selection process, as you don\u2019t have access to any attributes, aside from their statistical records in
previous matches, which like a real cricket selector means you either have to choose based on gut instinct, or record over a
period of time.
Whilst this simplistic style of game can be endearing, ultimately it\u2019s hard to recommend at this price, as the game has not
fundamentally changed in over 15 years, and the incremental changes are hardly revolutionary. The graphics and UI are awful.
The lack of a player editor to fix basic errors in details and ability means that to seasoned cricket fans the database will frustrate,
as the game outside of England is not well scouted or balanced and don\u2019t often reflect real world abilities. I understand the
decision not to include editor is because the game is so similar to previous editions; fans would be able to update them
themselves and wouldn\u2019t spend the money. However, when the database is so fundamentally flawed, I cannot let it slide.
If you haven\u2019t played this series before, it\u2019s well worth a look. If you have a recent edition, there\u2019s not enough
new content to warrant the asking price.
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One of the Best Indi games I've seen in the past year. Very easy to understand and very fun to play. Be warned it's not an easy
game, but that's part of the fun.. Not worth the $1.00. Nauseating and just plain awful. Couldn't get past the first 10 seconds. I
want my $0.99 back.... It will make few jump, it will make few bored, place fear into six year olds and laugh about it. I wish
there would be updates but the dev was just looking for a project to get a little scrape a cash from. I can tell that there is not
going to be any updates, or extra levels, let alone some jumpscare bug fixes. The game is playable, as you only sit in one spot, a
decent horror introduction demo, game can be easily purchased by selling trading cards as it's only 1$. I just wish there was
more, and could be touched up.. I really like it. Yes it's "only" flight plans but with the excellent documentation (altough a bit
hidden) it really shines, the Piper Pacer is fun and nimble (it's showing its age a bit but it doesn't detract) a big thumbs up for
this great little dlc.. Rock'n'Roll Racing remake!!!!!!!
FINALLY!!!. Overall, True Lover's Knot is a disappointment. While the concept is interesting, the game does not live up to the
potential in it. While I could forgive the fact that the background art and the character art don't always mesh well, the
shallowness of the characters and the lack of gameplay options do the game in. With such a small cast of characters, I expected
much more depth and personality. Two of the characters could be removed completely and not affect anything. I also found
Santi both extremely distasteful and rather creepy which leads into my other major problem with the game. The lack of
gameplay choices. For example, I can't choose to avoid Santi all together and go on the tour with Lucas instead. There's even a
part where the choice to return to the cruise ship just cycles me through the same dialogue until I agree to spend the night with
Santi. I did appreciate the fact that I could choose not to end up with either of the love interests, but it wasn't enough to save the
game for me, and because there are only three ending options, the replay value of the game is extremely limited. The puzzles
within the game also don't add much to the experience and are extremely repetitive If you're looking for a a good visual novel
style game, this isn't it.. It's spelled "turbo", guys
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